Rates of cholesterol exchange between human erythrocytes and plasma lipoproteins.
Rates of exchange of labelled cholesterol between human erythrocytes and three plasma lipoprotein species, LDL, HDL2 and HDL3, were measured over a range of lipoprotein concentrations and temperatures. The exchange rates reached limiting, concentration-independent values, which were the same for the three lipoproteins. The temperature dependencies correspond to activation energies of 12 kcal in the limiting rate region, and at lower lipoprotein concentrations to activation energies of 11 to 22 kcal. Calculations based on simple collision theory indicate that energetic barriers to the exchange are far smaller than indicated by these activation energies and that no particular orientation of lipoprotein molecules is required for the exchange. The occurrence of a limiting rate may be a result of the adsorption of lipoprotein molecules onto a limited number of sites on the cell surface, or of a slow process occurring in the membrane, possibly the diffusion of cholesterol. Present data do not permit a choice between these models.